The Future of RFID enabled moving
Track & trace of moving equipment based on
UHF RFID technology
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integrator specialised in “technology enabled supply chain improvement”. As
supply chain and logistics advisors we support our clients with their supply chain
strategy, process redesign and with planning and managing the transformation
project. And as RFID integrators, we help our customers to realise the benefits of
AutoID technology and to improve and innovate their internal and collaborative
business processes. We also offer standardised, modular supply chain solutions
for Horticulture (ScanGreen), Asset Tracking (ScanTrack), biometric Time &
Attendance registration (ScanTime), Linen Management (ScanBlue) and Apparel
(TracEye). Mieloo & Alexander is based in Amsterdam and has a sales office in
Düsseldorf, Germany.
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